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A B S T R A C T

Despite the ubiquity of normal age-related cognitive decline there is an absence of effective approaches for
improving neurocognitive health. Fortunately, moderate intensity exercise is a promising method for improving
brain and cognitive health in late life, but its effectiveness remains a matter of skepticism and debate because of
the absence of large, comprehensive, Phase III clinical trials. Here we describe the protocol for such a rando-
mized clinical trial called IGNITE (Investigating Gains in Neurocognition in an Intervention Trial of Exercise), a study
capable of more definitively addressing whether exercise influences cognitive and brain health in cognitively
normal older adults. We are conducting a 12-month, multi-site, randomized dose-response exercise trial in 639
cognitively normal adults between 65 and 80 years of age. Participants are randomized to (1) a moderate in-
tensity aerobic exercise condition of 150min/week (N=213), (2) a moderate intensity aerobic exercise con-
dition at 225min/week (N=213), or (3) a light intensity stretching-and-toning control condition for 150min/
week (N=213). Participants are engaging in 3 days/week of supervised exercise and two more days per week of
unsupervised exercise for 12months. A comprehensive cognitive battery, blood biomarkers and battery of
psychosocial questionnaires is assessed at baseline, 6 and 12-months. In addition, brain magnetic resonance
imaging, physiological biomarkers, cardiorespiratory fitness, physical function, and positron emission tomo-
graphy of amyloid deposition are assessed at baseline and at the 12-month follow-up. The results from this trial
could transform scientific-based policy and health care recommendations for approaches to improve cognitive
function in cognitively normal older adults.
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1. Introduction

The proportion of older adults in the population is expected to
dramatically increase over the next 40 years, fueling fears of escalating
healthcare costs due to a greater prevalence of age-related diseases and
impairments, including cognitive decline. Most adults> 65 years old
experience normal age-related losses in cognitive function and do not
have dementia or mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [1]. Yet, despite the
ubiquity of normal age-related cognitive decline, there is an absence of
effective approaches for improving neurocognitive health. Despite the
absence of well-established and effective approaches, there are several
lifestyles and behaviors that have shown significant promise for influ-
encing the trajectory of cognitive losses [2–6]. Moderate intensity ex-
ercise is one of these promising methods for improving brain and
cognitive health in late life [7–10], but its effectiveness remains a
matter of continued skepticism and debate [11]. Although many studies
have reported that exercise improves cognitive and brain health in
older adults, there are other studies that report null effects or indicate
very small effect sizes [12–14]. The lack of scientific consensus about
the benefits of exercise on cognitive and brain health is likely one key
factor prohibiting its widespread prescription and adoption as a method
for improving brain health [15]. Another critical limitation of the ex-
isting literature is the lack of consensus about how much exercise is
needed to improve cognitive and brain outcomes [10]. Most studies
examining dose of exercise have had small sample sizes or a limited
scope of outcomes [16]. Yet, many other physiological and health-re-
lated outcomes (e.g., risk for cardiovascular disease and mortality,
weight management) do vary by the dose of exercise such that en-
gagement in greater amounts is predictive of better health outcomes
[17–20]. However, there are also diminishing returns as the levels and
volume of activity reach certain levels. Thus, in this study we sought to
address the gap in knowledge about the dose-response nature of ex-
ercise on brain and cognitive outcomes. Here we describe a protocol for
a Phase III multi-site randomized dose-response clinical trial called
IGNITE (NCT02875301, R01AG053952). Given its unprecedented size
and scope, the IGNITE trial is positioned to more definitively address
whether exercise influences cognitive and brain health in cognitively
normal older adults.

We focus here on cognitively normal older adults instead of in-
dividuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or Alzheimer's disease
(AD). It is estimated that ~30% of individuals> 65 years meet criteria
for dementia or MCI, indicating that “normal” cognitive decline is far
more prevalent than impairment [21]. Normal age-related cognitive
changes are preceded by changes in the biochemistry, structure and
function of brain regions including those supporting memory (hippo-
campus) and executive functions (prefrontal cortex; PFC) [22–27]. For
example, it is estimated that 20–40% of cognitively normal adults have
evidence of β-amyloid (Aβ) in their brain depending on age [21], and
the presence of this peptide precedes cognitive decline as well as
structural and functional brain changes in cognitively normal adults
[28,29].

The IGNITE trial was designed to address several important un-
answered questions: (1) Are the recommended public health guidelines
of 150min/week [30] of moderate intensity exercise sufficient for im-
proving cognitive performance? (2) Does exercise influence brain
structure and/or function? (3) Is there a dose-response effect of exercise
on cognitive performance or brain structure/function, such that ex-
ercise that exceeds the recommended levels of 150min/week results in
even greater benefits in cognitive and brain health? (4) Can we identify
possible mechanisms (e.g., cardiometabolic, inflammatory, neuro-
trophic, or psychosocial changes) by which exercise influences cogni-
tive and brain health? (5) Are there factors (e.g., demographic char-
acteristics, presence of brain Aβ, genotype) that attenuate or magnify
the effects of exercise on brain, cognitive, and psychosocial health and
contribute to the individual variability in intervention outcomes? And,
(6) could changes in amyloid accumulation as a function of

participation in exercise explain any cognitive, brain, or psychosocial
improvements? The absence of answers to these questions reflect sig-
nificant gaps in our understanding and are several key factors limiting
widespread adoption and prescription of exercise to ameliorate cogni-
tive problems in late life; and these are the questions we aim to answer
in this study.

2. Materials/methods

2.1. Summary of aims

The objective of the IGNITE study is to test several aims: (1)
Examine whether a 12-month moderate intensity exercise intervention
improves cognitive performance in older adults and whether these
improvements occur in a dose-dependent manner; (2) Examine whether
a 12-month exercise intervention augments MRI markers of brain
health and whether these changes happen in a dose-dependent manner;
(3) Examine whether cardiometabolic, inflammatory, neurotrophic, or
psychosocial changes mediate improvements in brain and cognition; (4)
Examine subgroup and individual differences (e.g., presence of brain
Aβ, baseline fitness levels, genotype) that attenuate or magnify the
effect of the exercise intervention on cognitive, brain, and psychosocial
outcomes to better understand the factors that predict ‘responders’
versus ‘non-responders’ to the intervention; (5) Examine whether a 12-
month exercise intervention influences the accumulation of amyloid in
cognitively normal older adults and to determine whether changes in
amyloid levels could be mediating improvements in cognitive, brain, or
psychosocial outcomes. IGNITE is a multi-center, randomized, trial with
three conditions: 150min/week of moderate intensity exercise;
225min/week of moderate intensity exercise; or 150min of light in-
tensity stretching and toning. The stretching and toning group will
serve as an active control for the two experimental groups involving
aerobic exercise. As a result of this design, changes observed in the
aerobic groups can be attributed to the aerobic component of the in-
tervention rather than to other, potentially confounding factors, such as
social contact or expectancy effects. The study will enroll and rando-
mize 639 cognitively normal, low active older adults. We hypothesize
that the exercise intervention will enhance cognitive and brain health in
a dose-dependent manner. We also hypothesize that exercise partici-
pation will decrease pro-inflammatory cytokines, central adiposity,
arterial stiffness and insulin resistance and increase brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) levels. The favorable effects of exercise on
cognition and brain health will be greatest for older adults with Aβ
burden and those with a genetic susceptibility for accelerated cognitive
decline [31–33]. Finally, we predict that exercise will modify the rate of
amyloid accumulation.

2.2. Primary outcome

The primary endpoint will be a composite score of executive func-
tion. More specifically, we are predicting that there will be a significant
exercise-related improvement in executive function over the course of
the 12-month period (i.e., Time x Group interaction term for executive
function). Changes in composite scores of other cognitive domains in-
cluding episodic memory and processing speed will be considered
secondary outcomes. Our analysis plan focusing on a composite of ex-
ecutive function indicates that our primary outcome is not a measured
outcome (e.g., Stroop task performance) but rather a latent factor
composed of performance on several tasks, which is considered to more
accurately represent the cognitive domain (as performance on any one
task is not a reliable representation of any cognitive domain). The latent
factors and loadings for executive function and other cognitive con-
structs will be determined based on a confirmatory factor analysis using
baseline data.
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2.3. Recruitment

Recruitment for IGNITE began in September of 2017, and the goal is
to randomize 639 participants across three sites by December 2020
with an equal number at each site. Participants are 65–80 years of age,
low active and cognitively normal according to a clinical adjudication
process described below. Recruitment of racial and ethnic minorities is
in proportion to the demographic representation at each of the three
study sites: Boston, Massachusetts (25% black; 14% Hispanic; 7.3%
Asian); Kansas City (11% black; 2.8% Hispanic; 1.5% Asian); Pittsburgh
(26% black; 2.3% Hispanic; 4.4% Asian). We anticipate approximately
60% of the sample to be female. Recruitment strategies target com-
munity samples through newspapers, health system research registries,
direct mailings, senior centers and churches, and online media (e.g.,
Facebook). Recruitment, enrollment, and randomization occurs on a
rolling basis.

2.4. Eligibility

The eligibility criteria were crafted to recruit individuals who are
relatively inactive, cognitively normal within broad limits, but who can
safely engage in regular moderate intensity exercise (see Table 1). The
goal was to create eligibility criteria that would maintain safety while
maximizing generalization of the results to a broad population of older
adults.

2.5. Study assessments

See Table 2 for a complete schedule of all study assessments.

2.6. Screening

Questions about engagement in structured exercise, medical history,
safety to exercise (e.g., history of falls), and MRI safety are asked in an
initial phone screen. The Telephone Interview of Cognitive Status [34]
(TICS) is administered and only those that score > 25 (i.e., 26 or
above) remain eligible. Participants are required to have a primary care
physician (PCP) and be medically cleared to exercise and be safe for an

MRI scan before enrolling.

2.7. Cognitive testing and adjudication of MCI and dementia

The first baseline assessment session includes the collection of de-
mographic, general health history, and medication use information,
along with a battery of neuropsychological tests relevant for adjudica-
tion of cognitive status. The initial baseline session lasts approximately
2.5 h. All tests are double scored and double entered into a database by
staff at the coordinating center (Pittsburgh) and any discrepancies re-
solved. The standardized scores and percentiles are then sent to a panel
of clinical neuropsychologists that adjudicate each participant using
2011 National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer's Association (NIA-AA)
criteria to determine if the person meets criteria for dementia, mild
cognitive impairment (MCI), or are cognitively normal [36,37]. Only
participants who meet criteria for being cognitively normal and/or
without any significant subjective memory complaints (as recorded by a
score of< 1.3 on the Everyday Cognition Questionnaire; detailed in
psychosocial assessments) are considered eligible to continue in the
study. Any participant who is considered to have dementia or amnestic
MCI is excluded and referred to their PCP for further testing and follow-
up.

A second assessment visit includes an additional battery of cognitive
and neuropsychological tests which are not used for adjudication (see
Table 3 for a description of the tests and time points of collection). The
second cognitive session lasts approximately 2.5 h.

2.8. Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) testing

CRF testing is conducted at both baseline and 12-months to examine
whether the intervention was successful at changing fitness levels and
to determine whether changes in fitness mediate changes in cognitive
or brain function. For this assessment, participants complete a maximal
graded exercise test to assess aerobic capacity following a modified
Balke protocol [55]. After a brief warm-up session, including a resting
blood-pressure reading and resting echocardiogram (ECG) review, the
participant walks on a motor-driven treadmill at a constant speed (1.5
to 3.5 mph – determined based on ability of the participant in

Table 1
IGNITE inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

• Men and women 65–80 yrs.

• Ambulatory without pain or the use of assisted walking
devices

• Able to speak and read English

• Medical clearance by primary care physician (PCP)

• Living in community for duration of the study

• Reliable means of transportation

• No diagnosis of a neurological disease

• Eligible to undergo MRI

• Telephone Interview of Cognitive Status [9] score > 25

• Cognitive adjudication decision of cognitively normal

• Current diagnosis of an Axis I or II disorder including Major Depression

• History of major psychiatric illness including schizophrenia (not including general anxiety disorder or depression
(Geriatric Depression Scale [GDS] ≥9) [10]

• Current treatment for cancer – except non-melanoma skin cancer

• Neurological condition (MS, Parkinson's, Dementia) or brain injury (Stroke)

• Type I Diabetes, Insulin-dependent Type II Diabetes, uncontrolled Type II diabetes (defined as an HbA1c
level > 10)

• Current alcohol or substance abuse or treatment for abuse in the past 5 years

• Current treatment for congestive heart failure, angina, uncontrolled arrhythmia, deep vein thrombosis (DVT) or
another cardiovascular event

• Myocardial infarction, coronary artery bypass grafting, angioplasty or other cardiac condition in the past year

• Regular use of an assisted walking device

• Presence of metal implants (pacemaker, stents) that are MR ineligible

• Inability to complete the MRI scan

• Claustrophobia

• Color Blindness

• Not fluent in English

• Not medically cleared by PCP

• Engaging in > 20min of moderate intensity physical activity per day for 3 days or more per week

• Not local or able to travel 3 times per week to the exercise facility

• Travelling consecutively for 3 weeks or more during the study

• Telephone Interview of Cognitive Status [9] score < 25

• Cognitive adjudication decision of memory impairment

• Unwillingness to be randomized to one of the three groups

• Current participation in an ongoing trial likely to influence exercise ability or cognitive function (e.g.,
mindfulness training).
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consultation with the exercise physiologist) and increments of an in-
cline. The intensity is increased in two-minute stages with a 2% in-
crease in incline at each stage. Heart rate is continuously monitored via
a 12 lead ECG along with blood pressure readings and Rating of Per-
ceived Exertion [56] (RPE) every two minutes. When the participant
reaches the endpoint of the exercise test (symptom limitation and/or
volitional exhaustion), they undergo a four-minute active cool-down
followed by a four-minute seated cooldown period. During the exercise
test, exhaled air is collected and analyzed for various metabolic factors.
Each maximal exercise test is administered by a trained exercise phy-
siologist and assistant technicians. We followed ACSM criteria for

determining whether a test was maximal [57]. A maximal exercise test
is determined when three of the four following criteria are met: (1)
Plateau in VO2 between two or more workloads (increase< 0.15 L /
min or 2.0 mL/kg/min during the last minute of corresponding work-
loads). (2) Respiratory Exchange Ratio (RER) equal to or> 1.10. (3)
Heart Rate within 10 beats of age predicted maximal heart rate (220-
age). (4) Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) > or equal to 17.

2.9. Physical activity monitoring

Physical activity monitoring is being conducted for measuring

Table 2
Assessment schedule.

Phone
screening

In person
screening

Baseline Randomization 2months 4months 6months (mid-
point)

8 months 10months 12months
(follow-up)

Prescreening questionnaire √
Demographics √ √
Family History √
TICS [34] √
GDS [35] √ √ √
Informed Consent √
Health History √
Medications √ √ √
Cognitive Session 1 √ √ √
Adjudication for cognitive

impairment
√

Cognitive Session 2 √ √ √
Cardiorespiratory Fitness √ √
Physical Activity Monitoring √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Physical Function √ √
DXA √ √
PWV √ √
Hair Sample √ √
Fasting Blood Draw √ √ √
Psychosocial Assessments and

questionnaires
√ √ √

MRI √ √
PET √ √

TICS (Telephone Interview of Cognitive Status); GDS (Geriatric Depression Scale); DXA (dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry); PWV (pulse wave velocity); PET (po-
sitron emission tomography).

Table 3
Cognitive tests.

Task Format Session Expected domain(s) Baseline 6-months 12-months

Synonym and Antonym – VCAP batterya [38] Computerized 1 Language √ √ √
Montreal Cognitive Assessment [39] (MOCA) Verbal; paper/pencil 1 General cognition √ √
Trail Making A [40] Paper-pencil 1 Processing Speed √ √ √
Trail Making B [40] Paper-pencil 1 Executive Function √ √ √
Hopkins Verbal Learning Test [34] (HVLT) Verbal 1 Verbal memory √ √ √
Letter Fluency [41] Verbal 1 Executive Function/Language √ √ √
Category Fluency [42] Verbal 1 Executive Function/Language √ √ √
Brief Visuospatial Memory Test-Revised [43] (BVMT) Paper-pencil 1 Visuospatial Memory √ √ √
Wechsler Test of Adult Reading [44] Verbal 1 Crystallized Intelligence √
Digit Symbol Substitution Test [44] Paper-pencil 1 Processing speed √ √ √
Boston Naming [45] Verbal 1 Language √
Logical Memory – VCAP battery [46] Computerized 2 Episodic Memory √ √ √
Spatial Relations – VCAP battery [47] Computerized 2 Visual-spatial √ √ √
Paired Associates – VCAP battery [48] Computerized 2 Episodic Memory √ √ √
Matrix Reasoning – VCAP battery [49] Computerized 2 Fluid Reasoning √ √ √
Dimensional Card Sort Task – NIH Toolbox [50] Computerized 2 Executive Function √ √ √
List Sort Working Memory – NIH Toolbox [50] Computerized 2 Working Memory √ √ √
Picture Sequence – NIH Toolbox [50] Computerized 2 Working Memory √ √ √
Flanker – NIH Toolbox [50] Computerized 2 Executive Function √ √ √
Spatial Working Memory [51] Computerized 2 Working Memory √ √ √
Cohen's Relational Memory [52] Computerized 2 Relational/episodic Memory √ √ √
Stroop Task Computerized 2 Executive Function √ √ √
Task-switching Computerized 2 Executive Function √ √ √
Iowa Gambling Task [53] Computerized 2 Reward/Learning √ √ √
Letter Comparison (VCAP) [54] Paper-pencil 2 Processing speed √ √ √

a VCAP Synonym/Antonym is not used for adjudication but is administered at cognitive session 1.
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activity patterns throughout the trial, confirming engagement of ex-
ercise intensity during unsupervised sessions, and to determine con-
tamination of systematic increases in activity for the stretching-and-
toning group or reductions in activity for the exercise groups.
Participants are fitted with a physical activity monitoring device
(ActigraphG Link) around the non-dominant wrist. These devices are
worn at baseline, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12-months. At each point, the
device is worn for a minimum of 7 continuous days including periods of
sleep. The device measures raw acceleration, energy expenditure,
Metabolic Equivalent of Task rates, steps, physical activity intensity,
activity bouts, sedentary bouts, body position, sleep latency, total sleep
time, and sleep efficiency. All participants also complete a diary of
activities and sleep patterns during each wearing of the device.

2.10. Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

One of the principal aims of the IGNITE study is to examine the
impact of aerobic exercise on brain morphology (e.g., volume), func-
tion, connectivity, white matter microstructure, and cerebral blood
flow. Accordingly, an MRI scan is completed at baseline and following
the 12-month intervention (Table 4). The University of Pittsburgh and
Northeastern University are using a Siemens Prisma 3 T scanner with a
64-channel head coil and the University of Kansas Medical Center is
using a Siemens Skyra 3 T scanner with a 32-channel head coil. Imaging
protocols were designed to be exact matches across the two scanner
types. Before enrolling participants in the study, the image sequences
and image quality was standardized across sites. Phantom scans are run
at each site on a regular basis to ensure stability of the data quality and
geometric accuracy of the MRI scanners. A human phantom (GAG) is
also scanned annually at each site. Sequences collected include high-
resolution three-dimensional (3D) magnetization-prepared rapid ac-
quisition with gradient echo (MPRAGE) T1-weighted anatomical scan, a
hippocampal focal T2-weighted sequence, a resting state echo planar
imaging (EPI) scan, n-back working memory task-evoked EPI scan,
Relational and Item Specific Encoding (RISE) and Recognition task-
evoked EPI scans [58], a multi-shell diffusion weighted white matter
sequence, a 3D fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence
for assessing white matter hyperintensities, and a Pseudo-Continuous
Arterial Spin Labeling (pCASL) sequence for cerebral blood flow. As-
sociated field map scans were obtained for all EPI acquisitions (func-
tional MRI and Diffusion) by acquiring a short spin echo EPI acquisition
and flipping the phase encode axis between 2 repeats.

All MRI data are transferred to the XNAT server at the coordinating
center for quality control assessment within 24 h of collection. The MRI
data then go through a rigorous 4-stage quality control process to assess
incoming data for (1) sequence accuracy (e.g., naming standards) and
completeness (e.g., correct number of volumes per sequence) and
conversion to nifti format and organization into brain imaging data
structure (BIDS) format on a secure server, 2) ensuring that the correct
sequence parameters were collected by comparing header information
from each sequence to expected values, 3) visual inspection of each

image to assess accuracy of brain coverage and image orientation; and
4) quantitative quality control via MRIQC software [59] and internally
generated scripts to calculate measurements (e.g., signal-to-noise) for
each sequence. All the above steps are completed by the coordinating
center within 48 h of data upload to the XNAT server and any anomalies
or significant variation (of 2 standard deviations) are flagged for follow-
up. All baseline MRI scans are also sent to a neuroradiologist (JM), who
provides a clinical reading of incidental findings.

2.11. Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA), pulse wave velocity
(PWV), and hair samples

Exercise-induced changes to body composition, arterial function,
and stress hormones have been proposed as pathways by which cog-
nitive and brain changes are realized. As such, we are collecting these
measures to determine whether they act as significant mediators. Body
composition is assessed via dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA)
using a GE Lunar iDXA dual-energy x-ray absorptiometer (Lunar, Inc.,
Madison, WI) at each site. Full-body DXA scans provide data for fat
mass, fat-free mass, % body fat, and bone mineral density. PWV mea-
sures the velocity at which pressure waves travel through a vessel, and
this is associated with degree of arterial stiffness. PWV is assessed using
ultrasound. Each site uses the SphygmoCor XCEL with the AtCor
Medical Tonometer, which is a non-invasive diagnostic tool for central
arterial pressure and arterial stiffness. Hair samples are collected to
measure the amount of the stress hormone, cortisol, that is secreted
over the prior 3months. DXA, PWV, and hair samples are collected at
baseline and the 12-month assessment for each participant. A human
phantom (GAG) is scanned at each site to ensure stability and stan-
dardization of the DXA and PWV procedures.

2.12. Blood assays, epigenetics, genotyping, and gene expression

Fasting blood is collected at baseline, 6-, and 12-months. At each
blood draw we collect approximately 47 cc of blood for a total of 141 cc
for each subject during the duration of the study. Blood sampling is
postponed for subjects experiencing an acute infection (e.g., respiratory
or flu-like symptoms) along with those participants having recent
vaccination or tattoo. Blood is processed and stored at -80 °C as plasma,
buffy coats, serum, whole blood, RNA and isolated mononuclear cell
samples. The main blood analytes to be assessed in this trial include
brain derived neurotrophic factor, C-reactive protein, Interleukin-6,
TNF-alpha, Cathepsin-B, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1, telomere
length, vascular endothelial growth factor, irisin, chemokine ligand 13,
immunoglobulin-1, interleukin 17, adiponectin, cholesterol, insulin-like
growth factor 1, insulin, glucose, HbA1c, splicing factor 1, and Klotho.

Planned genotyping includes an array-based genome wide associa-
tion study (GWAS) analysis as well as a targeted approach for common
single nucleotide polymorphisms that have been found to be related to
cognitive function and are not present on genotyping array (e.g., APOE)
or are on proposed pathways by which exercise influences brain and

Table 4
Selected details of the MRI protocol.

Sequence Parameters

T1-weighted MPRAGE structural Sagittal, 0.8 mm isotropic resolution, TE/TI/TR=2.31/1060/2400ms, Field of View (FOV) 256mm, 224 slices
High resolution Hippocampus Resolution: 0.4× 0.4× 2 mm, TE/TR=78/8830ms, aligned perpendicular to hippocampus
Resting state EPI Resolution: 2.5× 2.5× 2.5mm, TE/TR=40/1000ms, Multiband factor=8 (CMRR EPI sequence [60–63]), 64 slices, 480 measurements
fMRI RISE task Resolution: 2.5× 2.5× 2.5mm, TE/TR=40/1000ms, Multiband factor=8, 64 slices, 413 measurements
fMRI n-back task Resolution: 2.5× 2.5× 2.5mm, TE/TR=40/2000ms, Multiband factor=4, 64 slices, 183 measurements
fMRI RISE Recognition task Resolution: 2.5× 2.5× 2.5mm, TE/TR=40/1000ms, Multiband factor=8, 64 slices, 923 measurements
Diffusion weighted acquisition Resolution: 2.5× 2.5× 2.5mm, TE/TR=95.6/2800ms, Multiband factor= 4, b-values of 1500, 3000 s/mm2, 64 gradient directions
3D T2 TSE FLAIR Sagittal, 1 mm isotropic resolution, Turbo spin echo, TE/TI/TR=388, 2200, 6000ms, non-selective inversion recovery
pCASL TGSE 3D GRASE pCASL sequence [64,65], Resolution: 3.1×3.1×2.5 mm, TE/TR=22.08/4300 ms, 48 slices, Post-label delay 2 s, Background

Suppression, 10 measurements for labeling and control, 4 segment readout
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cognition (e.g., BDNF). Gene expression is being assessed by use of
RNAseq. Genome-wide DNA methylation and gene expression will be
assessed at baseline, 6, and the 12-month assessment. Remaining
samples are stored for future analyses.

2.13. Physical function

Several measures of physical function will be collected including the
Senior Fitness Test [66], the Short Physical Performance Battery [67],

Table 5
Psychosocial assessments.

Name Description

Barriers Self-Efficacy Scale (BARSE) [69] A 13-item questionnaire that assesses the degree of confidence that one could exercise despite a variety of limitations
such as bad weather, while on vacation, etc.

Big Five Trait Taxonomy II Questionnaire (BFI) [70] A 44-item questionnaire that measures the Big Five personality dimensions including Openness-to-experience,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.

Cognitive Function Index (CFI) [71] A 15-item questionnaire that asks about daily cognitive and memory ability on a Yes, No, Maybe scale
Cohen's Social Network Index [72] A 12-items questionnaire that assesses participation in 12 types of social relationships including spouse, parents, friends,

family members, etc.
Composite Scale of Morningness (CSM) [73] A 13-item measure examining participants' optimum times of day and quality of sleep.
Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics (CIRS-G)

[74]
A 14-items questionnaire on the severity of various ailments, including those of a cardiac, vascular, muscular, respiratory
or gastro-intestinal nature.

Demographics and Health History (baseline only) A 37-item questionnaire detailing symptoms, injuries, consumption of alcohol and tobacco use, and demographics
Dietary History (NCI) [75] A 153-item questionnaire on the types and quantities of specific foods eaten over the past month.
Everyday Cognition Questionnaire (ECOG) [76] A 12-item questionnaire for the degree to which participants perceive any changes (compared to their perceived abilities

10 years ago) across various cognitive tasks such as remembering where objects are located, planning and multi-tasking
activities, and understanding instructions.

EQ-5D-5 L [77] A 5-item questionnaire assessing participants' functioning across 5 dimensions of health (mobility, self-care, anxiety/
depression, pain/discomfort, usual activities).

Exercise Self-Efficacy (EXSE) [78] An 8-item measure to assess degree of confidence in the ability to continue exercising at a moderate intensity 3 times per
week for at least 40min per session.

Exercise Social Provisions Scale [79] A 24-item questionnaire about current relationships within the exercise program, such as I do not think other people in
the exercise group respect my skills and abilities. Adapted from its original form to be specific to exercise.

Expectancy Questionnaire (12-month assessment
only) [80]

A 19-item questionnaire assessing expectations about the benefits of regular exercise.

Fatigue Symptom Inventory (FSI) [81] A 14-item measure designed to assess the severity, frequency, and daily pattern of fatigue as well as its perceived
interference with quality of life.

Female Reproductive Health and History (Menopause) Only given to female study participants. This 10-item questionnaire asks a variety of questions about menopause and
reproductive history (e.g., hormone use, pregnancies)

Florida Cognitive Activity Scale [82] A 25-item questionnaire on the frequency of cognitively stimulating activities such as playing games like chess or board
games, puzzles, listening to music, gardening, reading, cooking, home repair, discussions, etc.

Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) – Short form [35] A 15-item measure to assess depressive symptoms in older adults.
Godin Leisure Time Exercise Questionnaire [83] A brief 3 item assessment of leisure-time and structured exercise habits during a typical week.
Health Care Resource Utilization (HRU) [84] A 10-item questionnaire that asks participants to detail health care visits, services, and ability to do chores for the

calculation of economic burden.
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) [85] A 14-item questionnaire with items asking about feelings of depression, anxiety and emotional distress in the past week.
Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL) [86] A 26-item questionnaire assessing daily cognitive and self-care activities in terms of routine and ability.
Lifestyle Self-Efficacy Scale (LSE) [87] A 6-item measure to assess beliefs in the ability to accumulate 30min of physical activity on 5 or more days of the week

in the future.
MacArthur Socioeconomic Status Index [88] An 11-item questionnaire regarding participants perception of their socioeconomic status relative to their community

and country, their living situation, level and degree of education obtained, job status, income, and debt.
McGill Pain Questionnaire – Short form [89] A 16-item brief pain index to assess qualitative experiences of pain using descriptors for sensory, affective, and intensity

of the perception of pain.
Current medication list 3 sections, information about prescription and over-the-counter medications and vision impairment
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) [90] A 12-item questionnaire that assesses mindfulness during daily activities such as conversation, commuting, and eating.

Assesses open or receptive awareness of, and attention to, what is taking place in the present.
Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [91] A 10-items questionnaire measuring the degree of perceived stress regarding certain life events during the past month.
Physical Activity Self-regulation scale (PASR) [92] A 12-item scale assessing goal setting and self-monitoring in relation to the engagement of physical activity.
Physical Self-Perception Profile (PSPP) [93] A 24-item questionnaire assessing physical self-esteem.
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [94] A 9-item questionnaire assessing sleep quality.
PROMIS Applied Cognition: Abilities [95] An 8-item questionnaire assessing perceived functional abilities in terms of cognitive performance including the

perception that one's cognitive ability (e.g., concentration, memory) has changed in the last 7 days.
PROMIS Applied Cognition: General Concerns [95] An 8-item questionnaire assessing perceived cognitive deficits including mental acuity, concentration, verbal and non-

verbal memory, verbal fluency, and perceived changes in these functions. These questions also gather information on
whether the deficits interfere with daily functioning whether other people observe the deficits, and the impact of the
deficits on quality of life.

Rosenberg self-esteem scale (RSE) [96] A 10-item scale that measures global self-worth by assessing both positive and negative feelings about the self.
Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) [97] A 5-item questionnaire in which participants respond to how satisfied they are with the conditions of their life on a 1–7

scale. Measures global life satisfaction.
SF-36 Health Survey [98] A 36-item self-report quality of life measure that assesses eight health-related dimensions: physical functioning, physical

limitations, pain, behavior disturbances due to emotional problems, mental capacity, perceptions of health, social
functioning, and feelings of energy/fatigue.

Sitting Time Questionnaire [99] A 5-item questionnaire that assesses how much time participants spend sitting at work, at home, while watching TV or
leisure time, and driving on an average day. The amounts are broken down by weekday and weekends.

Social Goal Importance [100] A 2-item questionnaire that assesses the importance of social support available to achieving certain goals.
UCLA Loneliness Scale [101] A 20-item scale to assess feelings of loneliness as well as social isolation.
Visual Analog Scale of health (VAS) [102] A 1 question item indicating level of health on 100-point scale.
Work Design Questionnaire (WDQ) [103] A 78-item questionnaire in which participants answer questions about the nature and responsibilities of their current or

previous job such as job autonomy and complexity, task variety and significance, and cooperative components such as
social interactions inside and outside of the organization.
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and measures of gait speed and variability [68]. Physical function data
will be collected during the baseline and 12-month assessment sessions.
These tests will be used to measure changes in mobility, strength,
flexibility, endurance and balance after completing a 12month exercise
intervention. These tasks are conducted separately from, or prior to, the
VO2max test.

2.14. Psychosocial assessments

A battery of questionnaires is administered at baseline, 6, and 12-
months including social, mood, and quality of life scales and instru-
ments (see Table 5). Exercise self-efficacy, social provisions and groups,
mood and anxiety, personality traits, social networks, pain, fatigue,
etc., have all been shown to either influence exercise adherence or
cognitive function and might explain, mediate, or moderate some of the
effects of exercise on cognition (e.g., someone engaging in both exercise
and in intellectually stimulating activities might see larger effects than
those engaging in less intellectually stimulating activities). As such, we
carefully selected a battery of tests that would considerably add to our
knowledge of how exercise influences cognitive and brain health. These
questionnaires are relatively brief and take most participants approxi-
mately 1–2 h to complete.

2.15. Positron emission tomography (PET) for amyloid

PET imaging occurs at the baseline and 12-month follow-up session
using the tracer, Neuroceq (Florbetaben F18). Neuraceq is a sterile, non-
pyrogenic radioactive diagnostic agent for intravenous injection and is
radiolabeled with [18F] fluorine. Neuraceq is an FDA approved drug
and is sensitive to levels of the protein Aβ. Participants have an IV with
an intravenous catheter with an injection of 8.0mCi [F18] Florbetaben,
using a slow bolus of approximately 20 s. The participant then relaxes
for 75min and the scan begins at 90min (+/− 5min) after injection.
The stop time of the scan is at 110min. Standardized approaches are
used for quantifying amyloid levels [104] including using the cere-
bellum as a reference with white matter and partial volume correction.

2.16. Blinding and randomization

Participants are randomized after baseline sessions are completed
and data have been checked for quality assurance. The lead study
biostatistician (CK) randomizes participants using a stratified permuted
block randomization algorithm with equal allocation to one of the three
groups. We also stratify the randomization by (1) study site, (2) age at
study entry (≤ 72,> 72), and (3) gender (male, female) to ensure
equal allocation of participants to each group based on these criteria.
Briefly, the randomization algorithm assigns the groups so that at each
site there will be exactly 213 people in the trial with an equivalent
distribution across the arms. The same randomization algorithm also
splits by age and gender and simply weights someone's group assign-
ment by their age and gender to ensure that at the end of the trial we
have minimal differences in gender distribution or age across the dif-
ferent conditions. Participants are randomized to 1 of the 3 supervised
exercise groups: (1) 150min per week of moderate intensity exercise,
(2) 225min per week of moderate intensity exercise, and (3) 150min
per week of light intensity stretching and toning. All investigators and
staff involved with assessments are blind to group assignment. Only
staff involved in the exercise interventions, scheduling, data manage-
ment, and coordination are unblinded. The PIs are only unblinded in
the case of an adverse or serious adverse event.

2.17. Intervention

The group prescribed 150min per week (approximately 5 days of
30min each day) of aerobic exercise and the group prescribed 225min
per week (approximately 5 days of 45min each day) of aerobic exercise

receive 3 days per week of moderate-intensity exercise (based on heart
rate reserve calculated during the initial VO2max test) under the su-
pervision of an exercise trainer and two days per week of unsupervised
moderate intensity exercise. Participants are allowed to do more ac-
tivity on any given day (up to 60min) to achieve their prescribed vo-
lume of supervised activity. Participants engage in this exercise regimen
for 12months and use weekly diaries to record all physical activities
and to document compliance of the unsupervised exercise. All partici-
pants are trained to use the RPE scale and record all unsupervised RPE
scores to ensure intensity. Walking is the encouraged form of exercise,
but participants are allowed to use up to 2 modes of exercise in any
session that could include bike, elliptical, rower, or stair climber. The
selected mode of activity is recorded at all sessions.

During the supervised sessions, each participant wears a Polar A360
device around the wrist that measures heart rate. The exercise staff
records average heart rate readings at 15-min epochs to ensure that the
moderate-intensity zone is achieved. If the zone is not being achieved
the participant is instructed to increase the speed, resistance, or incline.
For the first 6 weeks of the intervention, participants engage in light
intensity exercise (50–60% Heart Rate Reserve from VO2max test and
RPE of 11–12). For the remainder of the exercise sessions, the intensity
is increased to 60–75% of the Heart Rate Reserve determined during the
VO2max test and RPE of 13–14. Participants begin the intervention
completing 15min of exercise per session and increase by 5min per
session each week until they reach the weekly volume goal. The su-
pervised sessions are conducted in small groups and/or individually
depending on the times the sessions are offered.

Participants randomized to the stretching and toning condition are
prescribed a volume of 150min per week of light intensity exercise.
This volume is achieved through 3 days per week of light intensity
exercise (based on heart rate) under the supervision of an exercise
trainer and two days per week of unsupervised exercise. The supervised
sessions follow 16 exercise routines (4 routines in each of the 4 cate-
gories: Yoga / Mobility, Total Body Fusion, Pilates / Balance, and
Stretch / Tone), each routine is delivered for one week before switching
to the next routine. Each of the routines is played in video format
during class with the exercise staff monitoring heart rate and exercise
form of the participants. This ensures that each site delivers the same
routine in regard to both the intensity and timing of the stretching and
toning activities. Activities consist of gentle movements of the major
joints of the body. Like the aerobic exercise groups, all participants
assigned to this group receive weekly diaries, heart rate is monitored
during the supervised sessions at 15-min epochs, and RPE is obtained.
The intensity of this group is maintained by keeping heart rate below
100 and an RPE of 9–10. The stretching and toning sessions are per-
formed in small groups at each site in a separate space from the aerobic
based supervised sessions.

2.18. Monitoring adverse events and Data Safety and Monitoring Board

All adverse events and serious adverse events are carefully mon-
itored and managed throughout the trial and will be reported in future
manuscripts according to NIA guidelines. A Data Safety and Monitoring
Board (DSMB) meets every 6months to discuss study progress and
safety.

2.19. Data management and quality control

Before the start of the study and collection of any data, all staff
involved in the project receive ethics training and appropriate certifi-
cation of research training modules. In addition, to maintain con-
sistency in data collection and intervention procedures over the course
of the trial, all staff undergo annual on-site training certification. An
external consultant annually observes the intervention and assessment
session procedures at each site and relates the findings of the ob-
servation in a report to the Principal Investigators.
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There is an 8-week window to complete all baseline measures. Once
a participant enrolls, all non-electronic data are double entered into a
REDCap database in which appropriate permissions are controlled by a
Data Management team (Pittsburgh). Before randomization, all data are
accounted for, checked for quality control purposes, and archived on a
secure server.

At the 6-month assessment visit, participants complete ques-
tionnaires, the cognitive battery of tests, a blood draw, and a physical
activity assessment (ActigraphG). These data are collected in a 4-week
period with the window opening exactly two weeks before the 6-month
time point and closing two weeks after the 6-month time point. Similar
quality control and completeness checks are conducted as described
above for baseline assessments.

At the 12-month time point (post-intervention), the participants
repeat each of the above assessment sessions. These sessions are col-
lected over a 6-week period with the window opening exactly two
weeks before their 12-month anniversary and closing 4 weeks after the
12-month anniversary. The scheduling of sessions is flexible, but the
cognitive, fitness, and blood draw assessments are prioritized in order
to be scheduled as proximal as possible to the end of the intervention.

2.20. Power and analytic strategy

Calculations were performed to determine the statistical power for
the target sample size of 639 (N=213/condition). We estimated power
based on the linear contrasts resulting from a repeated measures model
with an effect size of 0.50 for our primary outcome, a composite score
of executive function. Accordingly, N=91/group is necessary to reach
80% power at p≤0.05/2=0.025 to limit inflation of Type I error due
to multiple testing of two-sided hypotheses using Bonferroni correction.
As such, N=176 per group is sufficient to detect differences in each
cognitive outcome between groups with 80% power even with 20%
attrition. Effect sizes from neuroimaging data (0.40–0.50) indicate that
we will be sufficiently powered to test for differences in volume,
functional connectivity, white matter, and task-evoked activity. In sum,
our planned sample size of 639 (N=213 per group) will be sufficient
for allowing us to test our primary hypotheses with enough residual
power to further examine statistical mediators and individual differ-
ences.

Prior to hypothesis testing, all data will be examined to determine:
1) frequency distributions for missing data and out-of-range values; 2)
normality and internal consistency of subscales; and, 3) association
between variables that may be highly correlated to guard against
multicolinearity, which would inflate standard errors and make esti-
mation unstable. We will also examine the distribution of factors be-
tween groups to assess whether covariate-adjustment is required.

All outcomes will be tested using an intent-to-treat (ITT) framework.
Sensitivity will be explored using adherence to the intervention (e.g.,
per protocol). We will report reasons for dropouts and explore missing
data mechanisms. To examine whether missingness is unrelated to
other observed measurements (missing completely at random, MCAR)
or to the observed measurements only (missing at random, MAR),
testing for completely random dropouts will be carried out. Additional
sensitivity analyses will be performed to test for informative dropouts.
We will apply pattern-mixture models by stratifying our data by
dropout patterns and fitting separate regression models to strata.

The latent factors and loadings for executive function and other
cognitive constructs will be determined based on a confirmatory factor
analysis using baseline data. Any missing cognitive data at baseline
could influence the formulation of the latent factors from the factor
analysis. To avoid this potential concern, we will conduct an analysis
using only the collected baseline data to create the latent factors. But,
then, we will conduct a secondary sensitivity analysis by imputing
missing values in each of the outcomes for the missing baseline data
and use these values for creating the factor scores. Only baseline data
will be used for imputation and these data will be used for repeating the

factor analysis. Then, we will compare the factor analysis results with
and without missing value imputation.

By creating the latent factors based on data collected at baseline we
will not be introducing intervention-related biases in the creation of the
factors since the factors would be determined by data collected before
randomization. However, we also plan to conduct post-hoc con-
firmatory factor analyses on the data collected at the follow-up as-
sessments to determine consistency in the factor loadings across mea-
surement time points (i.e., factor invariance). But, the results from this
post-hoc confirmatory factor analysis will not be used for the mod-
ification of the baseline factor analysis results and will not influence the
testing of the primary aim. We propose to test our primary hypothesis
about the effects of the exercise intervention on executive function
using a general linear mixed model (GLMM) approach because we will
have three assessments of cognitive function over the course of the trial
(baseline, 6-months, 12-months). The GLMM model will include both a
random intercept and a random slope for individual participants and a
treatment-by-time interaction as a fixed effect. This technique will
allow us to model the changes in the latent factor score for executive
function as a function of both time and group while also including other
potentially confounding variables (e.g., site) in the model. Dose-re-
sponse effects will be tested using a linear contrast between two in-
tervention groups to examine differences between the 150min/week
and 225min/week groups.

All other analyses and questions pertaining to the MRI data, amy-
loid, blood biomarkers, genetics, DXA and PWV, questionnaires, etc. are
considered secondary or tertiary. We also plan to test these outcomes in
a similar manner as described above using an ITT framework and a
GLMM approach using a treatment x time interaction.

We will use methods established by Preacher and Hayes [105,106]
to test for mediation between the predictor X (type of treatment) on the
outcome Y (e.g., cognitive function) by the mediator M (e.g., brain
outcome). Although directional hypotheses have been posited for our
mediation analyses, a more conservative significance will be set at 0.01
to limit inflation of type 1 error. Initially, we will fit simple mediational
models (predictor, single mediator, single outcome) applying the
change score method. Depending on the results from simple media-
tional modeling, we may also combine mediators into multiple or serial
mediator models to develop a more comprehensive picture of these
pathways.

Multiple regression will test potential moderators of the outcomes.
We will test each potential moderator individually. A significant in-
teraction term indicates effect moderation. Our primary hypotheses
include the examination of age, genotype, and baseline amyloid. We
will also explore other demographic variables that influence neuro-
cognitive function including gender, race, and education.

3. Discussion

We have designed and are implementing a large, comprehensive,
multi-site, Phase III clinical trial to test whether moderate-intensity
aerobic exercise has the capacity to improve cognitive and brain out-
comes in cognitively normal older adults. We expect that the exercise
intervention will enhance executive function, increase hippocampal
and prefrontal cortex volume, increase fMRI activity and cerebral blood
flow, and do this in a dose-dependent manner. We also predict that the
effects will be moderated by genotype such that those with a genetic
predisposition for cognitive decline (i.e., APOE e4) and higher amyloid
levels, will show greater improvements than those without a genetic
risk and with lower amyloid levels. We also predict that exercise might
attenuate the accumulation of amyloid, especially for individuals that
are below thresholds of amyloid positivity. In addition, we expect the
exercise intervention to influence numerous measures of physiological
(e.g., fitness, body composition), functional (e.g., gait speed), mood
(e.g., negative affect), and social function (e.g., social networks), among
others, that could explain variation in adherence, individual variation
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in the response to exercise, or partly mediate the benefits to brain and
cognition.

Despite the numerous strengths of this study, there are several no-
table limitations. For example, the results from this study will be unable
to determine whether other doses of exercise (volume, frequency, in-
tensity) would produce different effects on cognitive and brain out-
comes. Thus, we are inherently limited in drawing conclusions about
the doses that we have prescribed. That being said, we do expect var-
iation in adherence to the prescribed doses and have planned secondary
analyses that would test the effects of exercise on our outcomes by using
a continuous measure of volume of activity achieved per week. We also
elected to not have a no-contact control group, so if the light intensity
stretching and toning condition also improves cognitive and brain
function, it might diminish the effect size of the aerobic exercise con-
ditions on cognitive and brain outcomes. In addition, in developing the
inclusion and exclusion criteria, we balanced goals about general-
izability to a broad population while maintaining and ensuring safety of
the participants. All participants require PCP clearance, must be MRI
compatible, and ambulatory to participate in the study. As such, all
results should be interpreted in the context of the sample character-
istics. Finally, we have assembled a theoretically-derived list of possible
mediators and moderators of the effects of exercise on brain and cog-
nition, but clearly the list is not exhaustive of all possible molecular and
system-level mediators.

Like any RCT this trial is not immune to challenges. Maintaining
high adherence and compliance over the course of a 12-month inter-
vention requires approaches that leverage social-cognitive principles
for behavior change. Missing data, study withdrawals, adverse events,
and random differences between groups that exist at baseline could all
interfere with interpretation of the intervention effects.

In sum, the outcomes from this study will have far-reaching scien-
tific and clinical implications and could help transform public health
recommendations of physical activity and exercise for influencing
cognitive and brain outcomes in older adults. Our trial will also be able
to identify mechanisms and moderators of the effectiveness of regular
exercise to influence cognitive and brain outcomes.
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